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ning flash is seen before the thunder is heard-its velocity being, roughly, only 330 meters per second-while the rain, with a maximum velocity of 8 to 10 meters per second with reference to the air, reaches the earth still later. In fact, it is the excessive condensation, or rain formation, up m the cumulus cloud that causes the vivid lightning and the heavy thunder. According only to the order in which their several velocities cause them to reach the surface of the earth, it might appear, and has often been so interpreted, that lightning, the first perceived, is the cause of thunder, which, indeed, it is; and that heavy thunder, the next in order, is the cause of excessive rain, which most certainly it is not.
Thunderstorm Velocity.—The velocity of the thunderstorm is nearly the velocity of the atmosphere in which the bulk of the cumulus cloud happens to be located. Hence, as the wind at this level is faster by night than by day, and faster over the ocean than over land, it follows that exactly the same relations hold for the thunderstorm, namely, that it travels faster over water than over land, and faster by night than by day. The actual velocity of the thunderstorm, of course, varies greatly, but its average velocity in Europe is 30 to 50 kilometers per hour; in the United States, 50 to 65.
Hail..—Hail, consisting of lumps of roughly concentric layers of compact snow and solid ice, is a conspicuous and well-known phenomenon that occurs in the front portion of most severe extratropical thunderstorms, especially in early summer. But in what part of the cloud it is formed, and by what process the layers of ice and snow are built up are facts that, far from being obvious, become clear only when the mechanism of the storm itself is understood.
As before, let the surface temperature be 30° C. and the relative humidity 50 per cent, or the dew point 18° C., nearly. Under these conditions saturation will obtain, and, therefore, cloud formation begin, when the surface air has risen to an elevation of approximately 1.5 kilometers. Immediately above this level, the latent heat of condensation reduces the rate, of temperature decrease with elevation to about one-half its former value, nor does this rate rapidly increase with further gain of height. Hence, in mid-latitudes, where the above assumptions correspond in general to average thunderstorm conditions, it is only beyond the 4-kilornetcr level that freezing temperatures are reached, and where hail, therefore, can form. In the tropics and, after mid-summer, in the warmer portions of the temperate regions, where the freezing level is very high, hail seldom occurs. Generally, either it is not formed at all, owing to insufficient cloud height, or, if formed, is melted before reaching the ground from its initial great altitude.
The process by which the nucleus of the hailstone is formed, and its layer upon layer of snow and ice built up, seems to be as follows: Such (Irons of rain as the strong updraft within the cloud blows into the region

